[Retuning of segmental responses to peripheral stimulation during fictive locomotion in cats].
Segmental reflex responses of the lumbosacral spinal cord to peripheral afferent stimulation were investigated in immobilized decorticated cats before and during fictitious locomotion. Appearance of fictitious locomotion was accompanied by an increase of the N1 component of the dorsal cord potential and of the dorsal root potential. Modulation of these responses depending on the phase of fictitious locomotion was observed against a background of their tonic increase. The N1 component and dorsal root potential had larger amplitudes when they appear at the end of the "extensor" phase and at the beginning of the "flexor" phase and smaller amplitudes when they were evoked at the end of the "flexor" phase and at the beginning of the "extensor" phase. Poly- and monosynaptic reflex responses of motoneurons revealed the same phase dependence during fictitious locomotion. Mechanisms and physiological significance of the revealed retuning of segmental reflex responses are discussed on the basis of the obtained data.